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From the turn of the century right up until the 1960s, when changes in attitudes towards sexuality and men's fashions began to alter
perceptions of homosexuality, the effeminate queen was the dominant public image of male homosexuals. This could mean two things.
On the one hand the flamboyant stereotype diverted attention from other more guarded men and made it relatively easy to ‘pass’ as
straight. On the other it threatened to overwhelm any other images people had of anyone they discovered to be homosexual.1 Just as
there were men who expressed their homosexuality through the adoption of an effeminate appearance in both the gay and the straight
worlds, so there were men who would not or could not express their sexuality in this way. They did not identify with the feminine, and
regarded themselves as homosexual but not as ‘fairies’. As early as 1881 John Addington Symonds had noted that while ‘a certain class
of people are undoubtedly feminine, the majority do not differ from “normal” men. They are athletic, masculine in habits, frank in manner.’
These ‘normal’ homosexuals are ‘passing through society year after year without arousing a suspicion of their inner temperament.'

For most homosexuals the 1930s through to the 1950s were characterised by the very real fear of exposure, blackmail and
imprisonment. In both Britain and America the police were conducting a virtual witch-hunt of homosexuals.3 In Britain this led to events
such as the Montagu trials.4 Gay men also had to contend with the threat of vigilante anti-gay violence and strove to remain invisible in
public.5 In 1948 the following ‘Don'ts’ were suggested as ‘sane and useful advice for male inverts’ in England:

Don't commit to writing any admissions as to your inclinations; don't masquerade – on any occasion whatsoever – in women's
clothes, take female parts in theatrical performances or use make-up; don't be too meticulous in the matter of your own clothes, or
affect any extremes in colour or cut; don't wear conspicuous rings, watches, cuff-links, or other jewellery; don't allow your voice or
intonation to display feminine inflection – cultivate a masculine tone and method of expression; don't stand with your hand on your
hip, or walk mincingly; don't become identified with the group of inverts which form in every city …’.6

Dress for these gay men broadly followed conventions of fashion: they wore ‘dark suits, three pieces, very quiet shirts'7 that would not
elicit comment or notice from outsiders. Dudley Cave, for example, tended to wear ‘grey flannels, a sports coat and an extremely butch
belt, an ex-army belt, a tie’. He ‘wouldn't have dreamt of going into town in those days without wearing a tie and usually a sports jacket.
Generally speaking we kept our heads down and tried to avoid being seen as what we were.'8 John Hardy echoes the fact that everyday
dress for most gay men followed conventions of fashion: ‘when you were out and about in the streets and going about your ordinary day-
to-day business you wouldn't think of wearing anything really outrageous. You tended to dress down and look like everyone else.'9
America gay men were also at pains not to express their sexual orientation through their dress. Bill Miller, owner of Village Squire (a shop
with a large homosexual clientele in New York) said that covert or closeted homosexuals do not wish to be identified as homosexual and
dress accordingly: ‘they will fight fashion completely. They will want to wear a uniform, get lost in the rush. I'm willing to guess that Brooks
Bros. has more homosexual customers than all the Village boutiques put together.'10 In a novel written in 1958 a ‘self-confessed fairy’
decides to move away from the town he has lived in and start a new life as a ‘normal’ man. He changes his image from the camp
effeminately dressed queen to what he perceives as ‘respectable’, for which we can read not queer.

He thought of dying his hair black, of buying a tweed suit to fill out his figure, and of honouring his fingers with rings, big solid knots
which were the emblems of athletic trophies. With square, heavy soled, box-toed shoes he would be just another Southerner in
search of Manassas … he snipped his ringlets to the nubbin and looked almost respectable, he thought.11

Adhering to normative dress codes was seen as an important factor in the progression of the early gay rights movements. Frank
Kameny, one of the leaders of the Mattachine Society, insisted that a strict dress code was enforced on all participants in gay
demonstrations. Men were to wear suits, shirts and ties and women skirts. ‘If we want to be employed by the Federal Government,’
Kameny intoned, ‘we have to look employable to the federal Government.’ Kameny and his allies felt that it was important to look
ordinary, to get bystanders to hear the message rather than be prematurely turned off by appearances.12

Writing in 1965 Douglas Plummer observed that in one smart members only London gay club ‘it would be difficult, if not impossible, to
judge any of these men as being homosexual if they were seen individually in a crowd’.13 Stratton Ashley observed a similar clientele in
New York bars, where the men were all ‘young and well-groomed. On the whole they looked like a bunch of clean-cut college boys.’ They
were, one of them told him, ‘most interested in those qualities regarded as masculine in each other. We cultivate those qualities in
ourselves and look for them in others. No one is more “out” in our group than the queen who swishes.'14 Other journalistic accounts of
gay life in New York and San Francisco made reference to the smart and inconspicuous style of dress of many of the men in gay bars
and clubs, where no one ‘looked’ homosexual.15

In the light of society's and the law's attitudes towards gay men, they devised a variety of tactics that allowed them to move about freely,
to appropriate for themselves spaces that were not marked as gay, and to construct gay space in the midst of, yet invisible to, the
dominant culture. They were aided in this effort, as always, by the disinclination of most people to believe that any ‘normal'-looking man
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could be anything other than ‘normal’. In ‘The Sexed Self: Strategies of Performance, Sites of Resistance’, David Bell and Gill Valentine
discuss the ‘managed self’ in relation to lesbian identity, noting how lesbians create apparently asexual identities by avoiding reference to
their personal life but bearing discreet signals that can be read by ‘those in the know’. This theory can equally be applied to those gay
men who remained invisible in heterosexually defined public spaces while revealing their hidden identity to those in the know through a
series of sartorial or behavioural signifiers. Thus in Bell and Valentine's words they were ‘putting on or taking off different “masks”,
sometimes maintaining multiple identities in one space at different times or in different spaces at the same time.'16 Men who dressed
conventionally in public did not necessarily continue this practice once inside their own home or in accepted gay spaces, such as pubs or
clubs.17 Grant remembered that in Brighton (which had a large and often visible gay population in the 1950s): ‘The only time you saw a
gay man was probably at the weekend. During the week, you would have passed him by with his bowler hat, navy suit and black shoes
with a paper under his arm and a rolled umbrella.'18

Involvement in the gay world familiarised men with the styles of clothing and grooming, mannerisms, and conventions of speech that had
become fashionable in that world, but were not stereotypically associated with effeminate homosexuals. Both gay and straight observers
have noted this. Those fashions served as signs ‘neither masculine nor feminine, but specifically and peculiarly homosexual’, observed
the writer and gay activist Donald Webster Cory in the early 1950s: ‘these were difficult for [outsiders] to pinpoint’, but enabled men to
recognise one another even as they concealed their identities from others.19 Whereas effeminate men used codes that were intelligible
to straights as well as to gays, such as flashy dress,20 other gay men developed codes that were intelligible only to other men familiar
with the subculture:

Most inverts are practised at spotting others, whether obvious or not, in all countries in general and their own country in particular. It
is partly experience, partly intuition. I suppose I was a little quicker than the average, and fairly good at spotting the middle-class
‘respectable’ homosexual who tries to hide the thing, but who gives himself away by his anxiety to appear normal.21

Accessories, such as red ties or suede shoes, were used to allow these gay men to recognise one another without drawing the attention
of the uninitiated. They were so effective that researchers repeatedly expressed their astonishment at gay men's ability to identify each
other, attributing it to something akin to a sixth sense:

Sexual perverts readily recognize each other, although they may never have met before and there exists a mysterious bond of
psychological sympathy between them … Instances have been authenticated to me where such perverts when meeting another of
the same sex, have at once recognized each other, and mutually become acquainted and have left company with each other to
practice together their unnatural vices.22

Suede shoes are perhaps one of the better-known historical signifiers of homosexuality, especially in Britain. Observers in America in the
late nineteenth century noted that ‘fairies’ were wearing suede shoes in New York, and Thomas Painter observed that dark brown and
grey suede shoes were ‘practically a homosexual monopoly’.23 In Britain in the 1930s suede shoes were a sure sign of deviancy.
Stephen ‘distinctly remember[s] it was a very bad sign for people if they wore camel hair coats and suede shoes! I remember when I
bought myself a camel hair coat and suede shoes I thought I was really coming out.'24 Trevor Thomas was known as ‘the man who wore
suede shoes’ and that ‘it was known if you wore suede shoes and a Liberty [silk] tie you were [homosexual].’ His ‘alibis’, to anyone who
was not homosexual, were ‘(a) I was an artist, (b) I worked in a Museum and (c) I acted.'25 By the 1950s, with a relaxing of conventions
in men's leisure dress, suede shoes were not automatically a sign of homosexuality. Peter says that ‘you were classed as “one of those”
but it didn't really mean much. There was no seriousness in it because they didn't really know, there were a lot of normal people used to
wear brown suede shoes and grey flannel trousers and cravat. But that was the fashion, particularly on the Sunday lunchtime.'26 Dudley
Cave agreed that as Teddy Boy (influenced) fashions became more popular they lost their connotations of homosexuality, but did retain a
certain rebellious or anti-establishment connotation.

The colour of a man's clothing was also often an indicator that he might be homosexual. At a time when men's clothing was on the whole
sombre certain colours were ‘suspect’. In 1949 Mass Observation conducted a survey on sexual attitudes, and found that amongst its
study group ‘Pale Blue was a queer's “trade colour” – The group studied favoured pale blue for short socks, ties and pullovers.'27
Barbara Bell noted that in Blackpool the gay men also used traditionally non-masculine-associated colours to reflect their sexuality: ‘I
remember vividly’ she says ‘one year it was pink shirts. Nobody ever had pink shirts so if you wore a pink shirt you definitely signalled
that you were a gay boy.'28 Green was also a colour that had homosexual associations. Writing in the Urological and Cutaneous Review
in 1916 in an article entitled ‘Classification of Homosexuality’ James Kiernan noted that ‘inverts are generally said to prefer green’.
his ground-breaking book Sexual Inversion Havelock Ellis had written that homosexuals had a preference for the colour green, and in
Paris green cravats were worn as a badge. Both these passages reflect the green carnation worn by Wilde and the rent boys of
Piccadilly in London in the late nineteenth century. Peter Robins remembers the implications that the colour green had, but only because
it differed from conventional heterosexual dress of the day:

My first awareness of people actually using dress as a code was in the early fifties in Manchester. By this time I had bought a pair of
bottle green trousers, cords, and I was wolf-whistled. In Heaton Park on Sunday afternoon, that's on the north side of Manchester.
And I had a perfectly good Harris tweed jacket I was wearing with it and I was going out for tea, quite innocuously but some local
lads certainly thought I went too far, as it were, away from the dreariness of their own clothes.30

Dudley Cave illustrates how despite knowing these signifiers it could often take courage to wear them:

I had read, I think in Havelock Ellis or somewhere, gay men's favourite colour was blue or green. So when I had the opportunity,
after all it was very difficult to buy clothes, I was in Simpson's and they had a rail of green sports jackets, green Harris tweed. They
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were so good that I took one. I bought one, but I was very embarrassed about its colour – but it showed me up, I feared. Though
how everybody … how the straight community would know this secret colouring I have no idea.31

Often it was not so much the actual clothes that the men wore, but the manner in which they wore them. ‘If one can only present the
visible and non-identifying aspect of one's identity’ Martin Hoffman noted, then ‘one's physical appearance will be the central aspect that
can be displayed to others.'32 Douglas Plummer noted that ‘you will observe that the men around you are well dressed. In such clubs the
standard and quality of clothes is high. Most “queers” are concerned about their appearance, revealing the feminine side of their nature
in a love of colour, carefully made suits, original designs, and a progressive attitude towards dress. Usually they show good taste.'
emphasis here is upon how smartly dressed and well-turned out gay men were. One of the characters in Rodney Garland's 1953 The
Heart In Exile describes the men at ‘the Aldebaran’, a gay bar in the West End of London. They ‘looked queer, well-dressed and not tatty
and no bright colours, and yet they looked queer, the way they talked and moved about …’.34 In the 1950s British newspapers reflected
a paranoia about the seemingly growing existence of invisible homosexuals by producing articles that offered advice on ‘how to spot a
homo’. They often concentrated on an overdeveloped sense of fashion: ‘When one, two or three button jackets are in he is the first to
wear them. His shirts are detergent bright, his tie has the latest knot and is always just so’ and personal appearance: ‘His cheeks are
smooth, his hair sparkles, his nails are manicured.'35

Hoffman described what he observed as the typical dress of middle-class American gay men in 1968. It was:

the same style of dress that an average college undergraduate might wear. It would consist of a sport shirt, Levi's and loafers or
sneakers. In this ‘typical’ middle class gay bar which I am attempting to describe, extremely effeminate dress and mannerisms are
not well tolerated … There is a tendency toward effeminacy in the overall impression one gets from observing the bar, although this
may not be anything striking or flagrant … Also in spite of the fact that the modal bar costume is very much like that one would see
on a college campus, there is a good deal of special attention paid by the bar patrons to their dress, so that they seem almost
extraordinarily well groomed … the majority of individuals in the bar are not identifiable and would not be thought to be homosexual
in another setting.36

Mannerisms were also vital signifiers at a time when clothing was not an obvious signal. ‘The “meanings” of clothes are’ John Harvey
argues ‘constructions placed upon them, and are not readable in a dictionary sense as verbal meanings are. These meanings are based
on the perception of specific choices (or abdications of choice) as to the material, colour, cut, newness, but there is a high degree of
ambiguity as to the purposes of such choices.'37 Consequently, he continues ‘Any meaning in the clothes will, moreover, be either
corroborated or qualified by posture and movement of the body inside the clothes.'38 If Harvey's argument is correct, then signifiers such
as suede shoes are only a ‘possible’ indication of the (homo)sexuality of the wearer: this suspicion is quantified by the mannerisms of the
wearer, and so certain behaviours were an essential element of the revelation of the identity of these ‘invisible queers’ to one another.
Many gay men who rejected crudely effeminate styles and behaviour would not have seemed ‘masculine’ in their interests or
demeanour.39 In the light of this argument, a mincing walk or the tilt of the head could give a man away and ‘invariably you could find a
queer by the way he held his cigarette’.40 Prior to gay liberation, observers frequently commented on seeming inconsistencies of gay
men's behaviour. At times they seemed fully manly, while at other times, among themselves, in the safety of the gay bar or party, they
could become outrageously effeminate.41 This was still true into the 1970s. Carol Warren's description of her friend Danny recalls how in
gay company he dressed in a overly elegant style in soft colourful fabrics and behaved in a somewhat ‘feminine’ manner, and how his
demeanour changed at a primarily straight company dance.42

In addressing what I have termed the invisible gay man I have concentrated on a number of signifiers and aspects of behaviour that gave
an indication of homosexuality. There were always and still are many men who regard themselves as homosexual but have no desire to
announce this either to other gay men or to straight society through their dress, and continue for all intents and purpose to maintain an
invisible appearance. This is not necessarily through fear of exposure as gay, but may be due to their individual perceptions and the
relative importance they place upon their sexuality as a defining aspect of their person.43 In the 1950s, in attempting to pass as straight,
it was possible for men to go to the opposite extreme and to become what Rodney Garland called a Male Impersonator. A male
impersonator was ‘obvious, because he overdoes things …’. One such man:

assumed an unnecessarily deep voice and adopted gestures that were too big and too heavy for his five feet ten inches and his
thirty-eight chest. Bred in London he became a caricature of a country gentleman, with his tweeds, a concealing moustache and his
new vocabulary with the dropped ‘g's’. It didn't need a trained psychologist to see that he was a failure … touchy and nasty and
feminine under the disguise.44

It was exaggerations of masculine behaviour such as that described by Garland, coupled with an adoption of work clothes, that were to
formulate a new stereotype of the homosexual in both America and Britain in the post-liberation years. By the 1970s this had developed
into a new image and subsequently a new stereotype – the clone.
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